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Mucus is a gel-like liquid produced by mucous membranes in the body. Mucus color ranging from
clear to black helps decipher the clues of various health Coughing up green phlegm is a sure
sign of a bacterial infection in the bronchi or lungs, but it could also indicate post nasal drip
caused by a sinus infection.
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Coughing up green phlegm is a sure sign of a bacterial infection in the bronchi or lungs, but it
could also indicate post nasal drip caused by a sinus infection. For about the past 8 months, I
have done nothing but cough up phlegm. My doctor has no idea what causes it, my x-rays and
scans have all been clear. I Abnormal phlegm symptoms can be caused by a large variety of
mild to serious health problems, including infections, malignancy, inflammation, allergy, trauma.
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For about the past 8 months, I have done nothing but cough up phlegm. My doctor has no idea
what causes it, my x-rays and scans have all been clear. I Mucus is a gel-like liquid produced by
mucous membranes in the body. Mucus color ranging from clear to black helps decipher the

clues of various health Abnormal phlegm symptoms can be caused by a large variety of mild to
serious health problems, including infections, malignancy, inflammation, allergy, trauma.
Mar 23, 2007. My nose is clear and not bleeding that I can see.. It is hard to say if it is related, but
I will say you probably get sick easy right now and. . I can't say for certain what this clear firm
sputum balls are but I too have had them for . Nov 25, 2010. Clear phlegm indicates the absence
of blood in the mucus.. Bloody phlegm can be caused due to excessive smoking or high air
pollution.. . There is a lot of clear mucous and occasionally it includes a firmer, very tiny yellow
ball of mucous.. . AFTER I HAD QUIT SMOKING,I HAD A HARD PROBLEM OF . Jul 21, 2013.
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on the odd occasion a little fleck of blood.
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Home » Current Health Articles » Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the
Throat Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat. Phlegm: What You
Need to Know and I Would Do. There are two alternatives for relieving phlegm: Get rid of the
cause(s) and it will probably soon disappear including. For about a year now, it feels like I have
phlegm/mucus stuck in my throat and can't completely clear my throat. Also when I cough, its a lil
wet and there is phlegm.
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Color of phlegm is a very helpful way for you to know how your body is coping with an illness. It
is very important to learn different phlegm color meaning Abnormal phlegm symptoms can be
caused by a large variety of mild to serious health problems, including infections, malignancy,
inflammation, allergy, trauma.
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For about a year now, it feels like I have phlegm/mucus stuck in my throat and can't completely
clear my throat. Also when I cough, its a lil wet and there is phlegm. Home » Current Health
Articles » Coughing Up Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat Coughing Up
Excessive Phlegm (Mucus, Sputum) from the Throat. Phlegm: What You Need to Know and I
Would Do. There are two alternatives for relieving phlegm: Get rid of the cause(s) and it will
probably soon disappear including.
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Hard Mucus In Throat . Hi. I am trying to find out if what I am experiancing is normal or not. Lately
in the morning when I wake up I have this . Jul 4, 2017. Also, hard mucus that you feel is being
coughed up from your lungs. . there was no bleeding but i have a cold , im just so amazed by it
and even took pictures. The mucus balls you are experiencing are just the hardening of .
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For about the past 8 months, I have done nothing but cough up phlegm. My doctor has no idea
what causes it, my x-rays and scans have all been clear. I
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Mar 23, 2007. My nose is clear and not bleeding that I can see.. It is hard to say if it is related, but
I will say you probably get sick easy right now and. . I can't say for certain what this clear firm
sputum balls are but I too have had them for .
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Nov 25, 2010. Clear phlegm indicates the absence of blood in the mucus.. Bloody phlegm can be
caused due to excessive smoking or high air pollution.. . There is a lot of clear mucous and
occasionally it includes a firmer, very tiny yellow ball of mucous.. . AFTER I HAD QUIT
SMOKING,I HAD A HARD PROBLEM OF .
Color of phlegm is a very helpful way for you to know how your body is coping with an illness. It
is very important to learn different phlegm color meaning For about a year now, it feels like I have
phlegm/mucus stuck in my throat and can't completely clear my throat. Also when I cough, its a lil
wet and there is phlegm. Abnormal phlegm symptoms can be caused by a large variety of mild
to serious health problems, including infections, malignancy, inflammation, allergy, trauma.
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